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Premier Oil ruffles small-cap feathers as it redraws
growth plans
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Premier Oil PLC's (LON:PMO) financial result days don't routinely shift the
needle, at least not for 'growth investors' - but Thursday's update was an
exception to that rule.
First and foremost the company is a producer. It is growth is signposted
primarily by regular and largely predictable production updates concerning its
core assets in the North Sea and Asia. So, the most exciting it gets is an
unexpected change in guidance or a rise in global oil prices.
But, the interim figures came with a number of material revelations.
Premier told investors that it planned to sell the large and exciting Zama
discovery, in Mexico, in a move to expedite debt reduction. At the same time, it
promised progress with its Falkland farm-out efforts.
And the mid-cap oiler surprised many investors with a new partnership as it
teamed up with 88 Energy Ltd (LON:88E), which has a cult AIM following.
Thanks to Premier, 88's fans will get their wish - a high-risk, high-reward well
on Alaska's North Slope next year.
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Debt reduction over growth
Frankly, there are multiple prisms through which oil and gas investors could
view Thursday's string of Premier news. Some conclusions are self-evident and
quite simple to understand, others leave plenty of room for conjecture and
speculation.
For quite some time, since its 2017 bond refinancing, Premier has had to treat
its sizeable debt pile as a priority - so, a windfall from a significant asset sale
would naturally appeal to bean-counters.
That said, given its good recent record of production growth and comparativelystable-to-good oil prices, the group's revenues and cash flow have placed
Premier on the front-foot in terms of debt reduction.
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Company Synopsis:
Premier Oil plc is an independent
exploration and production company with oil
and gas interests in the North Sea, South
East Asia, Pakistan, the Falkland Islands
and Latin America. Post the E. ON
acquisition, the company has reserves and
resources of more than 800 million mmboe.
The Company is engaged in the business
of upstream oil and gas exploration and
production.
action@proactiveinvestors.com.au

Some may, perhaps rightly, question why an ambitious oiler - now with some 84,000 barrels of oil per day (boepd) of
production and the bones of US$400mln of annual cashflow - would let go of a bona fide world class field development
opportunity.
The plan to offload Zama, and its 800mln-plus barrels of crude, and then seek to replicate this success with a nearby
'copy-cat' exploration well, called Wahoo, is certainly a bold one.
Of course, Premier has already created very significant value by taking Zama from frontier exploration to an appraised
and burgeoning field development project. So cashing in and realising value now without any lead time, project
financing, or capital outlay would naturally be welcomed by bondholders.
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For growth-minded equity holders the immediate prospects for moving the needle are perhaps now a little less sexy,
assuming Zama is sold.
Sea Lion a priority, by default
Practically by default, the Sea Lion Field and the Falklands emerges again as the go-to growth project for Premier.
Albeit, little appears to be changing in the narrative here.
The Falklands was THE high profile frontier around a decade ago. For all the corporate fan-fare, small-cap investor
pitches, wells drilled and political posturing, Sea Lion is all that's materially emerged in the contested waters of the
South Atlantic.
It is far from an insignificant project, stacking up at around 1.7bn barrel of 'in place' oil (though Premier states its share
of the actual resource at 330mln barrels). The figures aside, Sea Lion has yet to emerge as the 'world class new
frontier' that everyone had hoped for all those years ago.
Premier itself has sat on the asset for several years after initially picking up 60% of the field with intentions of taking it
straight through development and into production.
The Plan B approach of re-farming down to bring in a third partner and share both financing and operational risks
followed fairly soon after, admittedly amidst a new oil price paradigm and potentially creaking debt levels.
Certain desktop advancements have quietly added value operationally. Field development planning has advanced and,
as a consequence, so have the economics.
But Premier Oil's operatorship of Sea Lion has not 'transformed' the fortunes of AIM-quoted explorer Rockhopper in the
way that all its shareholders had hoped when the partners inked the US$1bn farm-out deal back in July 2012.
Rockhopper was priced above 250p per share in mid-2012 when the deal was announced, and they now change hands
at around 18p seven years later.
Thursday's farm-out update has, however, provided a none-too-shaby 13% uplift to 20.45p.
88 Energy: validation more than transformation
With the Rockhopper experience in mind, what can 88 Energy investors expect from Premier?
Will the company's fortunes be quickly transformed by Premier's mere presence in the Project Icewine acreage?
Or will Icewine find itself a curious footnote in Premier's supposed growth ambitions post-Zama?
As is often the case, the truth likely lies smack-bang in between the polar ends of hyperbole.
In the same statement that it announced plans to offload Zama, presumably for hundreds of millions, Premier described
the Icewine opportunity as "a cost effective entry point into an emerging play".
Plainly, the US$23mln that Premier will commit to acquire 60% of Icewine's Area A, by funding the Charlie-1 well, is
pocket-change in comparison to the US$103mln of capital that was spent on exploration and field development in the
first six months of 2019 alone.
The plan is to drill the Charlie well, pitched as an appraisal of a 1991 BP discovery, during the first three months of
2020.
If the Charlie well impresses the Premier team sufficiently the company can then add 50% stakes in Icewine Area B
and Area C for just 15%.
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The reflex among 88 Energy's particularly speculative shareholders was that the company had given too much of the
project away too cheaply.
Whilst the industry interest in the North Slope is evidently high - with ConocoPhillips, ENI, Repsol and Oil Search all
working on similar ventures in the region - small-cap investors should probably avoid unnecessary pessimism.
88 Energy's potential and ambition has been well rehearsed around the circuit in both London and Australia. A
substantial number of private investors have for several years followed the explorer to both highs and lows. Well results
have been mixed.
A very large shale discovery, also within the boundaries of 'Icewine', promised much only for subsequent follow-ups to
be frustrated by engineering and geology - it is presently taking a back seat to the simpler conventional oil story.
Even recent conventional opportunities promised speculators a lot only to disappoint.
In the context of its recent history, the company's achievement in bringing in a well-recognised and very credible
operator like Premier should probably be celebrated by shareholders.
It remains to be seen quite where this Alaskan venture will land in Premier's list of priorities assuming Zama is sold. The
schedule for 2020 will include both Charlie and Wahoo. One of those might go under the radar for those who only
following Premier, and it won't be Zama copy-cat Wahoo.
Nevertheless, for quite different reasons, it has been a big news day for both 88 Energy and Premier.
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No investment advice
The Company is a publisher. You understand and agree that no content published on the Site constitutes a recommendation that any particular security,
portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You understand that the Content on the Site is
provided for information purposes only, and none of the information contained on the Site constitutes an offer, solicitation or recommendation to buy or sell a
security. You understand that the Company receives either monetary or securities compensation for our services. We stand to benefit from any volume which
any Content on the Site may generate.
You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you personally concerning the nature, potential, advisability,
value, suitability or profitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment, investment strategy, or other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including Company-related
products, and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that
contributors may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases
where the position is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made. However, you understand and
agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written about. You understand that price
and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that neither such data nor such
calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be
selective, may reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published
information and data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The Site does not, and is not intended to, provide investment, tax, accounting, legal or insurance advice, and is not and should not be construed as
providing any of the foregoing. You should consult an attorney or other relevant professional regarding your specific legal, tax, investment or other needs as
tailored
to
your
specific
situation.
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